Join Us!
for the Transportation Network Performance Measures Workshop

(Free Event with Complimentary Lunch)

What measurements are most important to take into account as we evaluate the possible transportation networks of the future? As we look at what infrastructure we will build in the coming decades, should we put emphasis on the economy? The environment? Public health? Social equity? The San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) wants your input on factors to evaluate the performance of transportation networks in San Diego Forward: The 2019 Regional Plan.

RSVP Victoria Ortiz, SANDAG Regional Planning, at victoria.ortiz@sandag.org, (619) 699-7338, or via the SANDAGregion Facebook page by attending the “Performance Measures Workshop.”

About San Diego Forward: The 2019 Regional Plan
San Diego Forward: The 2019 Regional Plan will build upon the 2015 Regional Plan, which merged local planning efforts, emerging issues, and innovative concepts into an overall vision for the region’s future, including specific actions to turn that vision into reality.

SANDAG kicked off the new Regional Plan effort in April 2017 and is in the process of gathering public input on key future decision areas. For more information, visit SDForward.com.
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